Prayer Requests from and for Israel

Shalom from Jerusalem!

The spiritual climate is literally bristling over here. By the time you read this, Bibi will be on the verge of presenting his speech at the General Assembly of the United Nations, Monday evening. He has his job cut out for him, in refuting the horrific lies against Israel prospered by Abbas in his recent speech to the UN. Bibi will have to set the record straight in a body of those, who have already wrapped their minds and emotions around the cause of the Palestinian people, and given sole credibility to the Palestinian claims. On Wednesday this week, the Israeli Prime Minister will be meeting with Mr. Obama in Washington. What is going to transpire during these meetings? What will emerge after they are completed? Only YHVH knows and at this point He is not saying. A great many changes could appear suddenly in the coming month.
--Fervently pray for Bibi’s protection (and that of his wife and entourage) while he is in the States.
--Pray for his message to the UN. I suspect this will be the last straw, before harsher judgment from the Lord falls, if the people of the nations reject Bibi’s words of truth and justice.
--Pray for Bibi’s meeting with Obama … that our Prime Minister will be like flint … steadfast, unswerving, and serving Obama notice. No apology … no appeasement or unwise agreements/compromises.
--Pray for Israel to be safe in Bibi’s absence, lest the enemies see an opportunity to attack with him away.
--Pray that the Lord would shut the mouths of Bibi’s political opponents and of the left-wing media in regard to Bibi’s words in the coming days. The Jewish people and this nation must come together in immovable unity, without any political opportunism or undermining being in operation. The world must see a united Jewish state and a determined people against the lies and strategies of her enemies.

MAJOR ISSUES FOR INTERCESSION:

1: After meetings this past week, Hamas and the Palestinian Authority have agreed to consummate their marriage of the unity government. Gaza will immediately come under the governance of this unity government. Let me preface my next comments, about that new arrangement, by saying: WHENEVER HAMAS AND THE PA AGREE … IT IS BAD NEWS FOR ISRAEL. Given that Hamas is still utterly and openly committed to the destruction of the Jewish State … given that Hamas continues to be kissing cousins with the terrorist organization, the Moslem Brotherhood
... given that Hamas is receiving help and encouragement from the likes of ISIS and al-Qaida ... one can only assume then, that the Palestinian Authority is fully on board with the actual Hamas agenda as well. Of course, those of us, who have studied the Palestinian Authority’s covenant and vision statement, have understood the true goals of the PA for a very long time. It seems to be only the humanists of the Western world ... along with global anti-Semites and anti-YHVH entities ... and some deluded left-wingers in Israel ... that don’t get it. Islam has ONE PLAN for Israel ... destruction that will lead to her totally disappearance ... i.e. non-existence! Now that Fatah (Abbas and the PA) are openly declaring, by activating this unity government that they agree with the goals of Hamas and of greater Islam. Here are some other implications of this latest agreement that will be dangerous for Israel.

--The unity government agreed on Thursday that control of Gaza would immediately come under the jurisdiction of this new, single, entity. One of the requirements of the United Nations, for a new nation state to be formed, is that there is one government for one people. Up to this point, Israel has had a valid charge against the PA being granted a state in the UN, because this condition was unmet by the Palestinian Authority. Hamas governed Gaza, and the PA ruled the "Palestinian territories" in Judea and Samaria. Now that has changed, and this obstacle to statehood has been removed.

--45,000 Hamas “civil servant” employees in Gaza will now have their salaries paid by the unity government (salaries which will be greatly paid by the West through money given to the PA ... therefore OUR money is paying Hamas)

--3,000 security forces of the Palestinian Authority will merge with the Hamas security forces in Gaza, and afforded the task of operating the border crossings. (American weapons and American training will now be shared with Hamas.)

--Control of the Gaza border crossings will now come under the control of the unity government; working in conjunction with the UN. (We saw the collusion of the UN with Hamas in the war against Israel this past summer. Basically the borders could become terrorist strongholds keeping their eyes on the Israeli side of the checkpoints ... doing whatever promotes their cause against Israel. At least the Egyptian/Gaza border crossing at Rafah, will not fall under this agreement.)

--The unity government (which includes Hamas) will now be able to import and use the building materials of steel, cement, etc. that are ready to come in from the nations, to rebuild Gaza. (If Hamas and the UN are overseeing and organizing these projects with the PA, we can be certain that tunnels and bunkers will be built under, around, and alongside any civilian structures that are raised.)

--Issues involving payments to ex-Hamas employee, and the decision about which security forces will control the seacoasts, are still being worked out. (Can you imagine the threats against Israel, if Gaza is given a seaport, and a navy, with Hamas in any control position ... or in the security forces?)

---The PA is asking for 7.8 BILLION $$$ for the rebuilding of Gaza! A donor meeting, hosted by Egypt, will be taking place on Oct. 12th. Get ready to see the Western nations get bilked into supporting terrorism again. Any potential donor, with a half-ounce of sense/wisdom should see Hamas in the mix and RUN AWAY! Hamas is the party, who started the fight with Israel and, who perpetrated it against its own civilians, so that they and Gaza could be destroyed. If Hamas hadn’t chosen this course, Gaza would not have to be rebuilt. Now the rest of the world will reward Hamas for its aggression, by not only financing the rebuilding of Gaza, but by giving the PA/Hamas unity government a Palestinian State. OUTRAGEOUS! Who said that crime doesn’t pay and that the western nations don’t negotiate with terrorists?? Keep in mind that any Palestinian State will have as its goals the total takeover of all Jewish property, and the death of all Jews in the Land. Perhaps very soon YHVH will shake this whole world with His, loud, resounding, “NO!!!!”

**Pray that the Lord would break up this unholy unity between Fatah and Hamas.**
**Pray that He would break up the love affair between the West and the Palestinian Authority, and also expose the depths of the true heart of Fatah, Hamas, the PA, Abbas, etc.**
**Pray that these enemies of Israel would become entrapped in the nets that they are making to capture Israel.**
**Pray for YHVH to “clean out” Gaza and Ramallah and return this territory to full Israeli possession.**
**Pray that YHVH would provide for the Palestinian people: according to His plan, and according to the inheritance HE has given them, so that they stop coveting what He has entrusted to Israel.**
**Pray for the release of the Fear of YHVH into the Arab, Moslem camp … humiliate Islam, Lord !!!!**
**Pray that YHVH would cut the Islamic followers off from all the benefits and inspirations of hell’s power. Bring them to salvation in the TRUTH.**
**Pray that when YHVH shouts His declaration of “NO”, that mercy will be mingled in with His acts of judgment.**
2: When the ceasefire, ending Operation Protective Edge on August 26th, was declared, a follow-up meeting was scheduled for Sept. 21st, to iron out the areas of disagreement for a long-term peace. Those areas included the main conflict points of disarming of Hamas, ending the Gaza blockade, opening all the crossings for free Palestinian movement, releasing Palestinian prisoners, and building a seaport and an airport in Gaza. There were some meetings this past week, but they were put on hold until after the Jewish holidays. Therefore, the last week of October will now become the set time for the conflicting parties to butt heads. The threat from Hamas and the PA is that hostilities will resume unless Israel surrenders to all the terms demanded now by the new, operating, Palestinian, unity government. Trouble is coming down the road. We have a few weeks to offer up some fervent prayer.

**Pray that the Lord would hold back these meetings, so that they do not take place, unless He has a need for them to be held.**

**Pray for the Israeli negotiators to hear from YHVH about what they should say at these meetings and what they should not say.**

**Pray that YHVH would expose every trap, every lie, and every wicked maneuver of the Palestinians, while at the same time, giving the Israelis witty responses to each one in advance.**

**Pray that NONE of the wicked, dangerous demands of the Palestinians could be granted.**

**The Palestinian leaders are totally confident that all the world powers will force Israel to comply with all the demands. Pray that YHVH would PROVE THEM WRONG.**

**Pray for the Israelis to prepare in all ways for the war, sanctions, threats, etc. that likely will break out, when the Palestinian demands are refused.**

**Pray for YHVH to exert HIS TOTAL SOVEREIGNITY and will over the Land and people of Israel.**

**If YHVH decides to “give the nations” so much trouble (that their concerns about Israel/Palestinians will go to the back burner), pray for the innocent, and for the people of YHVH, to be protected and sustained in that global trouble that will come to the world. Bring revival in the midst of it.**

3: On Thursday, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani made some outrageous statements to the UN General Assembly. He did a masterful job of blame shifting through lies and manipulation. Here are a few of them:

--The Western nations are guilty of fostering extremism because of the Islamophobia, racism, and colonialism that they promote.

--The western nations have created the terrorist strongholds because of the West’s “strategic blunders”, which they have made in the Middle East and in Central Asia. Rouhani declared that the western intelligence services have put the blades in the hands of madmen … the likes of ISIS. This statement could also suggest that the West’s support of Israel has put “madman Bibi Netanyahu” into power. He declared that the West should confess their blunders and apologize to the past, present and future generations of Moslems.
Rouhani also said: "Terrorism germinates in poverty, unemployment, discrimination, humiliation and injustice. And it grows in the culture of violence." Rather than seeing these things as the natural fruit of Islam, he blamed these things on the West as a result of its treatment of the Moslems.

Note: Poverty, violence, discontent, jealousy, humiliation, control and domination are the direct result of obedience to the Islamic texts. Terrorism is innate to Islam. Terrorism is largely funded by Islamic nations. Extremism is prompted almost exclusively by the imams and by the Islamic leaders, who see their role as raising up the destroyers of the West (the Great Satan) so that a global caliphate can arise. What is this about the West being the perpetrators!!?? Such deceitful statements foster a sense of false guilt into the hearts and minds of the Left wing global humanists; causing them to accommodate … and to rectify the wrongs of western civilization by appeasement … ultimately dancing to the tune of this deadly piper.

-- Rouhani went on to assert that the West has made great errors in its approach to Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria. He said that the West tried to impose democracy "pre-maturely", weakening the local governments, and opening the door to extremism. He said that democracy needed to come from within these countries in their own time and way. Here is a direct quote:
"We've always believed democracy cannot be transplanted from abroad. Democracy is the product of growth and development, not war and aggression. Democracy is not an export product that can be commercially imported from the West to the East.
WRONG!! Islam hates democracy and forbids it. Without a Judeo/Christian foundation of values, democracy cannot succeed.

-- In regard to the way the US and the West have handled Iran's nuclear program, Rouhani said that diplomacy rather than sanctions are the way to peacefully make changes. In his thinking, the sanctions and the demands of the West are the problem. He said: "When Generals step into a region, do not expect diplomats to greet them warmly; when war begins, diplomacy tends to end. When sanctions set in, deep hatred for those imposing them begins. WESTERN DEMOCRACY AND ALSO SANCTIONS ARE THE PROBLEM.
"The people of Iran can't place their trust in any security cooperation between their government and those who have imposed sanctions." When the atmosphere of the Middle East is securitized, the answer will be as well." What this last statement suggests is that when the international community strips Israel of her nuclear arsenal, then everything will be well. The statements right before that last one, are again ploys and manipulations intentionally spoken to draw in the humanist, globalists, who want to end war, and to have everybody love each other … believing that there is no good and evil at war, but only misunderstanding and inequities that need to be rectified.

-- Rouhani said that the West should stay out of the battles in the Middle East, and allow the regional powers and local leaders to handle their own business.
So what are we to do when those battles have the goal of expansion into the western world … to take it over?

-- Finally, Rouhani declared that Iran should be allowed to proceed with its nuclear development. Stating that Iran is "committed to continue our peaceful nuclear program,
including enrichment, and to enjoy our full nuclear rights on Iranian soil within the framework of international law."

**If this is the case, why do the missiles being paraded down the streets of Tehran have “destination Israel” and “Israel will soon cease to exist” written on them?**

There is a direct contradiction here. WAKE UP WORLD!

**The truth is so abundantly clear in the face of Iran’s blatant lies and manipulations, but the world isn’t interested in truth. Pray that YHVH would IMPRESS the nations, and instruct them, about their need to operate in the truth.**

**Pray that YHVH would deliver the people of Iran from the wicked mullahs and from their wicked government.**

**Pray for YHVH’s mercy upon Iran and upon the foolish nations that are willing to betray Israel for Iran’s help with ISIS (and to obtain oil or favor from Iran).**

**Pray that YHVH would utterly expose Iran’s lies and uncover ALL the nuclear facilities and capabilities in such a way that the nations will have to acknowledge them.**

**Pray that YHVH would protect Israel against ANY and ALL attacks from Iran, and from her surrogates.**

**Pray that YHVH would give Israel creative, protective, solutions, and inventions against these threats.**

**Pray for revival in Iran.**

**Pray for Israel to be ready for sanctions, and for her strength to stand alone against the world … standing WITH YHVH.**

**Pray for the true Body of Messiah to be ready to take radical stands alongside Israel.**

---

**4: Did you know that Israel is the ONLY nation to be accused of something at EVERY session of the UN Human Rights Council? Did you know that Israel is the only country in the world that has a special UNHRC investigator PERMANENTLY ASSIGNED to scrutinize it?**

At the Human Rights Council meetings this week in Geneva, the representative of the United Arab Emirates asserted that Israel had no right to defend herself against the attacks of Hamas. 30 nations came out against Israel … including China and Russia. China believes that the response to Israel’s aggression against Gaza should be to grant the Palestinians their own state quickly. The point made by two major groups of Arab nations was that Israel is an occupier; therefore, Israel has no right of self-defense. Hamas must be considered freedom fighters; legally fighting to reclaim what was stolen by Israel. The representative from Pakistan (speaking on behalf of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation) said that Israel’s response to Hamas attacks was “legally incorrect” and “morally abhorrent.” The representative from Venezuela said that Israel should be brought up before the international court to be charged with war crimes and genocide. Ireland condemned both Israel and Hamas for the civilian casualties in Gaza.

As a protest for constantly being treated wrongly and excessively examined, Israel has refused to allow the UNHRC investigators to have access to Israel. Makarim Wibisono, the current special investigator assigned to Israel, said:
“Despite my best efforts, I have not been granted access by Israel to the occupied Palestinian territory at this time. I deeply regret not having the opportunity to visit the West Bank, including east Jerusalem, and to speak face-to-face with victims and witnesses of Israel’s alleged violations of international humanitarian and human rights law.”

Israel has learned that there is no truth in the UN fact finding missions ... they are just gleaners of propaganda and lies that are then used to condemn Israel. The UNHRC members have made up their minds about Israel made years ago. They are unwilling to see or to hear anything that contradicts their anti-Semitic hatred and judgments of Israel. The will see and hear whatever supports their prejudice and preset conclusions.

**Pray that YHVH will manifest a decree physically that declares the UNHRC to be IRRELEVANT AND OUT OF ORDER.

**Pray that this outrageous ruse of the UNHRC (being about human rights) would be ENDED COMPLETELY. It is nothing more than a pit of anti-Semitic vipers, who seek to condemn Israel.

**Pray that the hatred that this council (and its leadership) has for Israel would be turned inward, and begin to consume each other in the membership.

**Pray that nothing decreed by the UN would impact Israel’s course with her destiny or with her embrace of the truth.

ANOTHER CONCERN:  
OBAMA SPEECH AT THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

--Obama said that Islam is a peaceful religion and that ISIS is not Islam. “We have reaffirmed that the United States is not and never will be at war with Islam. Islam teaches peace. Muslims the world over aspire to live with dignity and a sense of justice. And when it comes to America and Islam, there is no us and them – there is only us, because millions of Muslim Americans are part of the fabric of our country. Belief in permanent religious war is the misguided refuge of extremists who cannot build or create anything, and therefore peddle only fanaticism and hate. So we reject any suggestion of a clash of civilizations.”  **WRONG!!! WRONG!!! Obama has read the Koran. The Koran calls for an ongoing jihad (religious war) against non-believers. He knows very well that Islam demands the destruction of all the infidels, who will not submit to and serve Islam. He knows that the book calls for the destruction of the GREAT SATAN and the LITTLE SATAN ... the Christian western democracies and Israel/Jews. This is a clash of civilizations “par excellence!” Islam has stated very clearly ... and ... its present day spiritual leaders preach it every Friday in the mosques ... that it is THEM VS. US! It always has been as far as Islam is concerned. Who is Obama trying to deceive?

--Obama declared that: “No God condones this terror (referring to ISIS, and all other similar groups). At least Obama got that right. Allah is not God, but is the opposite power.
--He apologized for America and confessed America’s racial problems; citing Ferguson, Missouri as a case in point. This played right into confirming the script of Rouhani of Iran … who said that western racism is what creates problems for Moslem nations. 

--He wrongly told the world that the USA is the world leader in cutting carbon emissions. It’s not. Other European nations have done far more.

--In his speech he quoted, with honor, an Islamic cleric that called for the death of US military men in Iraq. Obama continues to cast the USA as a Moslem nation and Islam as a peaceful, misunderstood religion that has a few extremists mixed in. WRONG!!! WRONG!!! WRONG!!!

--He continue to promote his socialistic, globalist, world vision.
“On issue after issue, we cannot rely on a rule-book written for a different century. If we lift our eyes beyond our borders – if we think globally and act cooperatively – we can shape the course of this century as our predecessors shaped the post-World War II age.” In that Obama is continually attacking the Judeo/Christian ideology, values, and powers, is he referring to the BIBLE when he speaks of a “rule-book” written for a different century?

**Pray that YHVH would deal with this man**
**Pray that all his “handlers”, his history, and the real agenda behind it all, would be exposed and REJECTED.**
**Pray that YHVH would bring a GODLY change to America soon.**
**Pray for YHVH to turn America back to righteousness and prepare the Body for the trauma that might involve.**
**Pray that Israel would cut her unholy soul bonds with the present day priorities and leadership of the USA; returning to her Sovereign Lord.**

SOME WEBSITES TO VIEW:

Iran has a new land-based cruise missile:

Comments of a UN interpreter come through a hot mic
http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/she-thought-her-micraphone-was-turned-off-what-she-said-shocked-the-united-nations

The members of the Orchestra stage a walkout! Great to see people with the courage of their convictions!
British woman faces off with Moslem protesters

Visitors from Northern Ireland give their impressions of Israel:

The world seed Israel’s concerns about a nuclear Iran to be unreasonable:
http://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/Analysis-Israel-increasingly-anxious-over-worlds-flexibility-to-nuclear-Iran-376477

We are surely living in precarious times. . . We desperately need YHVH. As I walk the streets of Jerusalem, and as I travel to other parts of Israel, I will be crying out for revelation, for mercy, for help, and for revival. As you pray for me, your feet will walk with mine. Your prayers will ascend with mine. Your hands will touch the Wailing Wall with mine. I may be the person with boots on the ground in Israel right now, writing this message to you, but each of you are members of YHVH’s strike force team, to take back and to preserve Kingdom ground. Thank you so much for standing … and for walking … with me.

Shalom b’Yeshua!
K